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1. Introduction
The methods provided by sensor and data fusion [14] are important tools for fusing large
sets of mutually complementary data end efficiently exploiting the sensor systems available.
A challenging exploitation technology at the common interface between sensors, command
& control systems, and the human decision makers involved, this technology plays a key
role in applications with time-critical situations or in situations with a high decision risk,
where human deficiencies are to be compensated by automatically or interactively working
fusion techniques (compensating decreasing attention in routine situations, focusing the
attention on anomalous or rare events, complementing limited memory, reaction, or
combination capabilities of human beings). Besides the advantages of reducing the human
work load in routine or mass tasks, data fusion from mutually complementary information
sources can well produce qualitatively new knowledge that otherwise would remain
unrevealed.
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A. Providing Elements for Situation Pictures
Sensor and data fusion provides ‘information elements’ for producing near real-time
situation pictures, which electronically represent a complex and dynamically evolving
overall scenario in the air, on the ground, at sea, or in an urban environment. The concrete
operational requirements in a given application define the particular information sources to
be fused. A careful analysis of the underlying requirements is thus essential for any fusion
system design.
Information elements are extracted from currently received sensor data while taking into
account the available context knowledge and pre-history. They typically provide answers to
questions related to objects of interest such as: Do objects exist at all, and how many of them
are in the sensors’ fields of view? Where are they at what time? Where will they be in the
future with what probability? How can their overall behavior be characterized? Are
anomalies or hints about their possible intentions recognizable? What can be inferred about
the classes the objects belong to or even their identities? Are there characteristic
interrelations between individual objects? In which regions do they have their origin? What
can be said about their possible destinations? Are object flows visible? Where are sources or
sinks of traffic?
The sensor data to be fused can be inaccurate, incomplete, or ambiguous. Closely-spaced
objects are often totally or partially unresolvable. Possibly, the measured object parameters
Source: Sensor and Data Fusion, Book edited by: Dr. ir. Nada Milisavljević,
ISBN 978-3-902613-52-3, pp. 490, February 2009, I-Tech, Vienna, Austria
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are false or corrupted by hostile measures. The context information is in many cases hard to
be formalized or even contradictory. These deficiencies of the information to be fused are
unavoidable in any real-world application. Therefore, the extraction of ‘information
elements’ for situation pictures is by no means trivial.
B. Aspects of Sensor and Data Fusion
Among the primary technical prerequisites for sensor data and information fusion are
communication links with a sufficient bandwidth, small latency, and robustness against
failure or jamming. Moreover, the transformation of the sensor data into a common
coordinate system requires a precise space-time registration of the sensors, including their
mutual alignment.
Figure 1 provides an overview of different aspects and their mutual interrelation. The
sensors play a central role and can be located in different ways (collocated, distributed,
mobile) producing measurements of the same or of a different type. Fusion of
heterogeneous sensor data is of particular importance, such as the combination of kinematic
measurements with measured attributes providing information on the classes to which
objects belongs to. In the context of defense and security applications especially, the
distinction between active and passive sensing is important since passive sensors enable
covert surveillance, which does not reveal itself by emitting radiation. Multifunctional
sensor systems offer additional operational modes, thus requiring more intelligent strategies
of sensor management that provide feedback via control or correction commands to the
process of information acquisition. By this the surveillance objectives can often be reached
more efficiently. Context information is given, for example, by available knowledge on the
sensor and object properties, which is often quantitatively described by statistical models.
Context knowledge is also environmental information on roads or topographical occlusions
(GIS: Geographical Information Systems). Seen from a different perspective, context
information, such as road maps, can be extracted from real-time sensor data as well [27].
Militarily relevant context knowledge (e.g. doctrines, planning data, tactics) and human
observer reports (HUMINT: Human Intelligence) is also important information in the fusion
process [4]. The exploitation of context information of any kind can significantly improve
the fusion system performance.

Fig. 1. Sensor data and information fusion for situation pictures: overview of characteristic
aspects and their mutual interrelation.
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The information elements required for producing a timely situation picture are provided by
an integrative, spatio-temporal processing of the various pieces of information available,
which in themselves often have only limited value for understanding the situation.
Essentially, within the fusion process logical cross-references, inherent complementarity,
and redundancy are exploited. More concretely speaking, the methods used are
characterized by a stochastic approach (estimating relevant state quantities) and a more
heuristically defined knowledgebased approach (imitating the actual human behavior when
exploiting information). Besides the operational requirements, this more or less coherent
methodology is the second building principle, which gives the field of sensor data and
information fusion its characteristic shape.
C. Overview of a Generic Tracking System
Among the fusion products, so-called ‘tracks’ are of particular importance. Tracks represent
knowledge on relevant state quantities of individual objects, object groups such as convoys
and formations, or even large object aggregations (e.g. march columns). The information
obtained by ‘tracking’ [6], [2], [22] includes in particular the history of the objects. If
possible, a one-toone association between the objects/object groups and the tracks is to be
established and has to be preserved as long as possible (track continuity). Quantitative
measures describing the quality of this knowledge are important constituents of tracks. The
achievable track quality, however, does not only depend on the sensor performance, but
also on the operational conditions within the actually considered scenario and the available
context knowledge.

Fig. 2. Generic scheme of functional building blocks within a tracking/fusion system along
with its relation to the sensors (centralized configuration, type IV according to O.
Drummond).
Figure 2 shows a generic scheme of functional building blocks within a tracking/fusion
system along with its relation to the underlying sensors. After passing a detection process,
essentially working as a means of data rate reduction, the signal processing provides
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estimates of parameters characterizing the waveforms received at the sensors’ front ends
(e.g. radar antennas). From these estimates sensor reports are created, i.e. measured
quantities possibly related to objects of interest, which are the input for the tracking/fusion
system. All sensor data that can be associated to existing tracks are used for track
maintenance (using, e.g., prediction, filtering, and retrodiction). The remaining data are
processed for initiating new tentative tracks (multiple frame track extraction). Association
techniques thus play a key role in tracking/fusion applications. Context information in
terms of statistical models (sensor performance, object characteristics, object environment) is
a prerequisite to track maintenance and initiation. Track confirmation/termination,
classification/identification, and fusion of tracks related to the same objects or object groups
is part of the track processing. The scheme is completed by a manmachine interface with
displaying and interaction functions. Context information can be updated or modified by
direct human interaction or by the track processor itself, for example as a consequence of
object classification or road map extraction. In the case of multifunctional sensors, feedback
exists from the tracking system to the process of sensor data acquisition (sensor
management).
D. A Characteristic Application: Sensor Management
Modern multifunctional agile-beam radar based on phased-array technology is an excellent
example for a sensor system that requires sophisticated sensor management algorithms.
This is particularly true for multiple object tracking tasks where such systems call for
algorithms that efficiently exploit their degrees of freedom, which are variable over a wide
range and may be chosen individually for each track. Of special interest are military air
situations where both agile objects and objects significantly differing in their radar cross
section must be taken into account. Unless properly handled, such situations can be highly
allocation time- and energyconsuming. In this context, advanced sensor and dynamics
models for combined tracking and sensor management are discussed, i.e. control of data
innovation intervals, radar beam positioning, and transmitted energy management. By
efficiently exploiting its limited resources, the total surveillance performance of the sensor
system can be much improved.
Figure 3 shows a simplified scheme illustrating the information flow in tracking-driven
phasedarray radar management. The starting point is the tracking system, which generates a
request for new sensor information based on the current quality of an already established
individual object track or on the requirement of initiating new tracks. We thus distinguish
between track update and search requests, which enter into the priority management unit
where its rank is evaluated based on the current threat or overload situation, for example,
thus enabling graceful system degradation when necessary.
For each preparation of a radar system allocation, track-specific radar parameters must be
set, such as the calculated radar revisit time and the corresponding radar beam position,
rangeand Doppler-gates, or the type of the radar wave forms to be transmitted. Track search
requests require the setting of appropriate revisit intervals, search sectors and patterns, and
other radar parameters. In the dwell scheduling unit these preparations are transformed
into antenna commands, by which the radar sensor is allocated and radar energy
transmitted. The received echo signals pass a detection unit. If no detection occurs in the
track maintenance mode, a local search procedure is initiated, new radar parameters are set,
and a subsequent radar sensor allocation is started with as small a time delay as possible.
This local search loop is repeated until either a valid detection is produced or the track is
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Fig. 3. Simplified scheme of the information flow in tracking-driven phased-array radar
management.
canceled. While a new beam position according to a global or sector search pattern is
calculated if no detection occurs in the track search mode, a tentative detection has to be
confirmed before a new track is finally established. After a successful detection, the received
signal passes the signal processing unit, where characteristic object parameters, such as
object range, azimuth angle, radial velocity, and the object strength, are estimated being the
input for the tracking system. This closes the data processing and sensor management loop.
In military applications, distinct maneuvering phases often exist, since even agile objects do
not maneuver permanently. Nevertheless, abrupt transitions to high-g turns can well occur.
Allocation time and energy savings are thus to be expected if adaptive dynamics models of
the object dynamics are used. Besides their kinematic characteristics, the mean radar cross
section (RCS) of the objects to be tracked is usually unknown and variable over a wide
range. By processing of signal amplitude information, however, the energy spent for track
maintenance can be adapted to the actual object strength. By this measure the total sensor
load can also be significantly reduced.
Due to the locally confined object illumination by the pencil-beam of a phased-array radar,
abrupt transitions into maneuvering flight phases are critical since, in contrast to more
conventional track-while-scan radar, a periodic object illumination is no longer guaranteed.
Any track reinitiation is thus highly allocation time- and energy-consuming and also locks
the sensor for other tasks (e.g. weapon guidance or providing communications links). This
calls for intelligent algorithms for beam positioning and local search [17], [24], [20] that are
crucial to phased-array radar tracking.
For track-while-scan radar systems, Bayesian tracking techniques are well-established. They
provide an iterative updating scheme for conditional probability densities of the object state,
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given all sensor data and a priori information available. In those applications data
acquisition and tracking are completely decoupled. For phased-array radar, however, the
current signal-to-noise ratio of the object (i.e. the detection probability) strongly depends on
the correct positioning of the pencil-beam, which is now taken into the responsibility of the
tracking system. Sensor control and data processing are thus closely interrelated. This
basically local character of the tracking process constitutes the principal difference between
phased-array and track-while-scan applications from a tracking point of view. By using
suitable sensor models, however, this fact can be incorporated into the Bayesian formalism.
The potential of this approach is thus also available for phased-array radar. The more
difficult problem of global optimization, taking successive allocations into account, is not
addressed here.

2. Sensor and dynamics models in bayesian object tracking
Fusing data produced at different instants of time, i.e. the tracking problem, is typically
characterized by uncertainty and ambiguities, which are inherent in the underlying
scenario, the object dynamics, and the sensors used. The Bayesian approach provides a wellsuited methodology for dealing with many of these phenomena. More concretely speaking,
the Bayesian approach provides a processing scheme for dealing with uncertain information
(of a particular type), which also allows to make ‘delayed’ decisions if a unique decision
cannot be made in a particular data situation. Ambiguities can have different causes:
Sensors may produce ambiguous data due to their limited resolution capabilities or due to
phenomena such as Doppler blindness in MTI radar (MTI: Moving Target Indicator). Often
the objects’ environment is a source of ambiguities itself (dense object situations, residual
clutter, man-made noise, unwanted objects). A more indirect type of ambiguities arises from
the objects’ behavior (e.g. qualitatively distinct maneuvering phases). Finally, the context
knowledge to be exploited can imply problem-inherent ambiguities as well, such as
intersections in road maps or ambiguous tactical rules describing the over-all object behavior.
The general multiple-object, multiple-sensor tracking task, however, is highly complex and
involves sophisticated combinatorial considerations that are beyond the scope of this
chapter (see [5], [30] as an introduction). Nevertheless, in many applications, the tracking
task can be partitioned into independent sub-problems of (much) less complexity.
According to this discussion, we proceed along the following lines.
•
Basis: In the course of time, one or several sensors produce measurements of one or
more objects of interest. The accumulated sensor data are an example of a ‘time series’.
Each object is characterized by its current ‘state’, a vector typically consisting of the
current object position, its velocity, and acceleration.
•
Objective: Learn as much as possible about the individual object states at each time of
interest by analyzing the ‘time series’ created by the sensor data.
•
Problem: The sensor information is inaccurate, incomplete, and possibly even
ambiguous. Moreover, the objects’ temporal evolution is usually not well-known.
•
Approach: Interpret sensor measurements and object state vectors as random variables.
Describe by probability density functions (pdfs) what is known about these random
variables.
•
Solution: Derive iteration formulae for calculating the probability density functions of
the state variables and develop a mechanism for initiating the iteration. Derive state
estimates from the pdfs along with appropriate quality measures.
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A. The Key-role of Bayes’ Formula
At particular instants of time denoted by tl, l = 1, ..., k, we consider the set Zl =
of nl measurements related to the object state xl. In case of multiple objects xl is the joint state.
The corresponding time series up to and including tk is recursively defined by k = {Zk, nk,
k-1
}. The central question of object tracking is: What can be known about the object states xl
at time instants tl, i.e. for the past (l < k), at present (l = k), and in the future (l > k), by
exploiting the sensor data collected in the times series k? According to the approach
previously sketched, the answer is given by the conditional probability density functions
(pdf) p(xl│ k) to be calculated iteratively as a consequence of Bayes’ rule. For l = k, i.e. for
object states at the current time tk, we obtain:
(1)
In other words, p(xk│ k) can be calculated from the pdfs p(xk│ k-1) and p(Zk, nk│xk).
p(xk│ k-1) describes, what is known on xk given all past sensor data k-1, i.e. a prediction.
Obviously, p(Zk, nk│xk) needs to be known up to a constant factor only. Any function
(2)
produces the same result. Functions of this type are also called likelihood functions and
describe what can be learned from the current sensor output Zk, nk about the object state xk at
this time. This is the reason, why likelihood functions are often also called “sensor models”,
since they mathematically represent the sensor, its measurements and properties, in the data
processing formalism. For well-separated objects, perfect detection, in absence of false
returns, and for bias-free measurements of linear functions Hkxk of the object state with a
Gaussian, white noise measurement error characterized by a covariance matrix Rk, the
likelihood functions are proportional to a Gaussian: ℓ(xk; zk, Hk, Rk) ∝N(zk; Hkxk, Rk).
B. Prediction Update Step
The pdf p(xk│ k-1) in the Equation 1 is a prediction of the knowledge on the object state for
the time tk based on all the measurements received up to and including time tk-1. By writing
this pdf as a marginal density, p(xk│ k-1) = ∫dxk-1 p(xk, xk-1│ k-1), the object state xk-1 at the
previous time tk-1 comes into play yielding:

(3)
The state transition density p(xk│xk-1, k-1) is often called the “object dynamics model” and
mathematically represents the kinematic object properties in the data processing formalism
in the same way as the likelihood function represents the sensor(s).
1) Gauss-Markov Dynamics: A Gauss-Markov dynamics, defined by the transition density
(4)
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is characterized by the modeling parameters Fk│k-1 (evolution matrix), describing the
deterministic part of the temporal evolution, and Dk│k-1 (dynamics covariance matrix),
characterizing its stochastic part. If we additionally assume that the previous posterior is a
Gaussian, given by
(5)
p(xk│

k-1

) is also a Gaussian:
(6)

with an expectation vector x k│k-1 and a covariance matrix Pk│k-1 given by:
(7)
(8)
This directly results from a useful product formula for Gaussians1:

(9)

where we used the abbreviations:
(10)
Note that after applying this formula the integration variable xk-1 in the Equation 3 is no
longer contained in the first Gaussian of the product. The integration becomes thus trivial as
pdfs are normalized.
2) IMM Dynamics Model: In practical applications, it might be uncertain which dynamics
model out of a set of possible alternatives is currently in effect. Such cases, e.g. objects
characterized by different modes of dynamical behavior, can be handled by multiple
dynamics models with a given probability of switching between them (IMM: Interacting
Multiple Models, [2], [6] and the literature cited therein). The model transition probabilities
are thus part of the modeling assumptions. More strictly speaking, suppose that r models
are given and let jk be denoting the dynamics model assumed to be in effect at time tk, the
statistical properties of systems with Markovian switching coefficients are summarized by
the following equation:
(11)

of proof: Interpret N(z; Hx, R)N(x; y, P) as a joint density p(z, x) = p(z│x)p(x). It can
be written as a Gaussian, from which the marginal and conditional densities p(z), p(x│z) can
be derived. In the calculations make use of known formulae for the inverse of a partitioned
matrix (see [2, p. 22], e.g.). From p(z, x) = p(x│z)p(z) the formula results.
1Sketch
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For r = 1, the previous linear-Gaussian model results as a limiting case. Fortunately, the
tracking performance does not seem to critically depend on the particular choice of the
model transition probabilities p(jk│jk-1), provided the number r of models involved is small
[7].
Let us assume that the previous posterior is written as a Gaussian mixture,
(13)

(14)

(15)
i.e. a weighted sum of individual Gaussians. The vector index jk-1 is defined by jk-1 = jk-1, jk-2,
..., jk-n, i.e. the mixture p(xk-1│ k-1) is given by rn components, where n is a parameter. The
case n = 1 corresponds to the situation standard IMM prediction [2, p. ???ff]. With a
previous posterior of this type, we obtain for the prediction update:

(16)

(17)

(18)
with weighting factors

, an expectation vector

, and a covariance matrix

given by:
(19)
(20)
(21)
by exploiting the product formula (Equation 9). From these considerations follows that the
number of mixture components is continuously increasing in each prediction update step.
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Via moment matching [2, p. 56], the number of mixture components can be kept constant if
the sum over jk-n in Equation 18 is approximated by:
(22)
with

given by:

(23)

(24)

(25)
yielding a Gaussian sum representation of p(xk│

k-1

) with rn mixture components.

C. Filtering Update Step
According to previous considerations, the conditional pdf p(xk│ k) can be calculated
iteratively by combining the following pieces of evidence: p(xk-1│ k-1) (knowledge of the
past), p(xk│xk-1) (object dynamics), ℓ( xk;Zk, nk) (measurements, sensor model).
1) Standard Kalman Update Formulae: In case of well-separated objects under ideal conditions,
i.e. without false returns, assuming perfect detection, a single dynamics model, and
Gaussian measurement errors, the well-known Kalman filtering results as a limiting case of
this more general Bayesian approach. The Kalman filter is thus a simple straight-forward
realization of Bayesian tracking. In this idealized situation, i.e. with:
(26)
(27)
Equation 1 provides Gaussian pdfs,
(28)
representing the available knowledge at each time tk. According to the previous product
formula (Equation 9), we obtain two equivalent versions of the Kalman update equations for
xk│k, Pk│k:

(29)
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(30)

with the Kalman Gain Matrix Wk│k-1 and the Innovation Covariance Matrix Sk│k-1, given by
(31)
(32)
At time t0, the pdf p(x0│

0

) = N(x0; x0│0, P0│0)describes the initial knowledge on the object

kinematics. As an example, let us consider state vectors
, consisting of the
object position and velocity, and position measurements zk with measurement error
covariance matrices Rk. Based on a first measurement z0 and the context information that
vmax is a measure of the maximum object speed to be expected, a reasonable initiation is
,
.
given by
2) More Sophisticated Sensor Models: A very simple example illustrates, in which way negative
sensor evidence, i.e. an expected but actually missing sensor measurement, is to be treated
within the Bayesian formalism. Let us first exclude false measurements and assume that the
objects of interest are detected with a constant detection probability PD < 1. This problem is
thus identical with the previously discussed Kalman filtering except that measurements are
not at each time tk available. In this case, the underlying sensor model, i.e. the likelihood
function, has not only to describe the measurement process, characterized by the
measurement matrix Hk and the measurement error covariance matrix Rk, but also the
detection process, characterized by the detection probability PD < 1. According to this
discussion, there exist to possibilities: either the object was detected at time tk, (data
interpretation hypothesis ik = 1, or not (data interpretation hypothesis ik = 0). Under the
assumption that the probabilities p(ik = 1│xk) = PD and P(ik = 0│xk) = 1 - PD do not depend on
the object state xk, we obtain with ij = 0 for i ≠ j and ij = 1 for i = j the following likelihood
function:
(33)

(34)
(35)
With p(xk│ k-1) = N(xk; x k│k-1, Pk│k-1), Equation 1 leads to the following conclusions:
1. For a positive sensor output (nk = 1) the measurement zk is processed via Kalman
filtering resulting in p(xk│ k) = N(xk; x k│k, P k│k)with x k│k and P k│k given by Equations
29 and 30.
2. For a negative sensor output (nk = 0) the likelihood function is given by the constant
1-PD. This implies that prediction pdf is not modified in the filtering step: x k│k = x k│k-1,
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P k│k = P k│k-1. According to the Kalman update equations this result can formally be
interpreted as a processing of a pseudo-measurement with an infinitely large
-1
=0.
, since in this case
measurement error covariance matrix
The Bayesian formalism and the sensor model (likelihood function) obviously define how a
negative sensor output, i.e. a missing detection is to be processed.
In the case of well-separated objects in the presence of false returns and imperfect detection,
the nk sensor data Zk are also not longer uniquely interpretable. Let ik = 0 denote the data
interpretation hypothesis that the object has not been detected at time tk, all sensor data
being false returns, while ik = i, i = 1,..., nk represents the hypothesis that the object has been
∈Zk being a object measurement, the remaining sensor data being false returns.
detected,
Evidently,
is a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive data interpretations. Due to
the total probability theorem, the corresponding likelihood function is thus given by:
(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)
where we assumed a constant detection probability PD and false returns equally distributed
in the field of view │FoV│ and Poisson distributed in number; i.e. the probability of having
n false returns is given by
with a spatial false return density ρF
and │FoV│denoting the volume of the field of view. See [22] for a more detailed discussion.
According to the Equation 1, this likelihood function implies that p(xk│ k) becomes a
Gaussian mixture, a weighted sum of Gaussians, whose parameters are obtained by
exploiting the product formula (9).
D. Gaussian Mixtures and Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
In many applications, such as group target tracking with possibly unresolved measurements
[26], in ground moving target tracking with STAP radar [21], or target tracking with a
phasedarray radar in the presence of jamming [10], the sensor model is described by a
p(Zk, nk│ik, xk) p(ik│xk) [20]. Such
likelihood function of the type ℓ(xk; Zk, nk) ∝
likelihood functions, which are essentially characterized by taking different data
interpretation hypotheses ik into account, are the basis for Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
algorithms (MHT, see [5]). In this context, each mixture component of the pdfs that result
from Bayes’ Rule and a Gaussian mixture prediction,
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represents a track hypothesis, which is characterized by a sequence of data interpretation
hypotheses ik = (ik, i k-1,...,...), i.e. data interpretation history.
The structure of a Gaussian mixture for p(xk│ k) also occurs if an IMM prediction p(xk│ k-1)
(see previous subsection) is updated by using a Gaussian likelihood function ℓ(xk; zk,Hk,Rk) =
N(zk; Hkxk, Rk) according to Equation 1 and the product formula (Equation 9):

(41)

(42)
where the mixture parameters

are given by:

(43)

(44)
(45)
with the standard Kalman Gain and Innovation Covariance matrices
(46)
(47)
IMM filtering may thus be considered as a multiple ‘model hypotheses’ tracking method.
Also combined IMM-MHT-approaches are discussed in the literature, e.g. [23]. See [34], [35]
for an alternative treatment of the multiple hypothesis, multiple model tracking problem.
E. Summary and Realization Aspects
A Bayesian tracking algorithm is an iterative updating scheme for conditional probability
density functions p(xl│ k) representing all available knowledge on the kinematical state
vectors xl of the objects to be tracked at discrete instants of time tl. The pdfs are conditioned by
both the sensor data k accumulated up to some time tk, typically the current scan time, and by
available context information, such as sensor characteristics, object dynamics, environments,
topographical maps, tactical rules. Depending on the time tl at which estimates for the state
vectors xl are required, the related estimation process is referred to as prediction (tl > tk) and
filtering (tl = tk). In the following the iterative calculation is illustrated schematically:
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(48)

Under more realistic conditions, the pdfs have the structure of finite mixtures, i.e. weighted
sums of individual densities that assume particular data interpretations or model
hypotheses to be true. This structure is a direct consequence of the uncertain origin of the
sensor data and/or of the uncertainty related to the underlying system dynamics. Provided
the densities p(xl│ k) are calculated correctly, optimal estimators can be derived related to
various risk functions adapted to the applications. See [19] for a generalization of this
Bayesian scheme to extended objects and object clusters and to retrodiction [23].
Due to the uncertain origin of the sensor data, naively applied Bayesian tracking leads to
memory explosion. The number of components in the mixture densities p(xk│ k)
exponentially grow at each step. Suboptimal approximation techniques are therefore
inevitable in any practical realization. Fortunately, in many applications, the densities
resulting from prediction and filtering are characterized by a finite number of modes that
may be fluctuating and even large for a while, but does not explosively grow. This is the
rationale for adaptive approximation methods that keep the number of mixture components
under control without disturbing the density iteration too seriously [12], [32]. In other
words, the densities can often be approximated by mixtures with (far) less components (e.g.
by merging of similar and pruning of irrelevant mixture components). Provided the relevant
features of the densities are preserved, the resulting suboptimal algorithms are expected to
be close to optimal Bayesian filtering. For dealing with non-linearities ‘extended’ or
‘unscented’ Kalman filtering (EKF [2], UKF [14]) or particle filtering (PF [31]) can be used.

3. Example: tracking-driven phased-array radar management
Resource management for a multi-functional radar certainly depends on the particular
application considered. We here discuss track maintenance for ground-based air
surveillance while minimizing the allocation time and energy required. The track accuracy
is important only insofar as stable tracks are guaranteed. Track initiation or implementation
issues are not addressed here. To make the benefits of IMM modeling and amplitude
information clearly visible, false detections (clutter, electronic counter measures), data
association conflicts, or possibly unresolved measurements were excluded. Nevertheless,
their impact might well be incorporated into the general Bayesian framework [16].
A. Sensor Modeling for Phased-array Radar
In phased-array radar tracking, additional sensor information can be acquired when needed.
Before each “radar resource allocation” [7], certain radar parameters must be selected by the
tracking system depending on the current lack of information. We here consider the object
revisit time tk, the current beam position bk, i.e. a unit vector pointing into the direction where
radar energy is to be transmitted, and the transmitted energy per dwell ek. Other radar
parameters (detection threshold D, radar beam width B) are assumed to be constant. After
processing the skin echo produced by the illuminated object, the resource allocation Rk at
time tk results in measurements of direction cosines of the object and the object range, zk =
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( u k, v k, r k), along with the signal amplitude ak. A single dwell may be insufficient for
object detection and subsequent fine localization. Let
denote the number of dwells
the set of the corresponding beam
needed for a successful detection and
, ek, zk, ak).
positions. Each radar allocation is thus characterized by the tuple Rk = (tk,Bk,
The sequence of successive allocations is denoted by Rk = {Rk,R k-1}.
1) Radar Cross Section Fluctuations: The instantaneous radar cross section k of realistic objects
strongly depends on the radar frequency used and the current aspect angle. For this reason,
statistical models are used for describing the backscattering properties of the objects. In
many practical cases, k is described by gamma-densities,
(49)
(50)
In this equation σ denotes the mean RCS of the object that is usually unknown, but
constant in time and characteristic of a certain class of objects, while the parameter m
denotes the number of “degrees of freedom”. The individual samples k are assumed to be
statistically independent for subsequent dwells (guaranteed by frequency decorrelation,
e.g.). The cases m = 1, 2 are referred to as Swerling-I and -III fluctuations [11].
Let the instantaneous object signal vk = (v1, v2) with the two orthogonal signal components v1
according to the
and v2 be additively corrupted by Gaussian noise with variance
standard modeling assumptions [11]. Since the signal components are assumed to be
statistically independent, the pdf of the resulting sensor signal sk = (s1, s2) is
(51)
The normalized scalar quantity
derived from sk, is thus Rice-distributed
. Hence, snk denotes
[11]:
the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio of the object being proportional to the instantaneous
with respect to p( │snk) is given by
radar cross section k. The expectation value of
[ ] = 1 + snk. According to the normalization chosen, pure noise (snk = 0) has thus unit
power. Due to the RCS model previously discussed, snk is gamma-distributed with the mean
SN: p(snk│SN) = Gm(snk; SN, m). The conditional density of
given SN is thus obtained by
calculating:
(52)
The integration can be carried out (see [1], e.g.) yielding:
(53)
where Lm-1 denotes the Laguerre polynomials. For Swerling-I/III these polynomials are
given by: L0(-x) = 1, L1(-x) = 1+x. Obviously, p( │SN) can be interpreted as a gamma
mixture with the expectation value [ ] = 1 + SN.
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2) Mean Received Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Any sensor model for phased-array radar tracking has
to provide a functional relationship between the expected signal-to-noise ratio SNk at the
revisit time tk, the sensor parameters considered (here: transmitted energy, beam position)
and the relevant object parameters (mean RCS, object position). With a Gaussian beam form
model [17], well proven in applications, the radar range equation (see [11], e.g.), we assume:
(54)
(55)
rk is the actual object range at time tk, while dk = (uk, vk) denotes the related direction
and the (one-sided) beam width B, Δbk is a
cosines. With the beam position
measure of relative beam positioning error. The radar parameter SN0 is the expected mean
signal-to-noise ratio of a object with a standard mean cross section σ 0 at a reference range r0
that is directly (Δbk = 0) illuminated by the beam with the energy e0. Due to the functional
relationship stated in Equation 53, the signal strength
can be interpreted as a
measurement of σ .
3) Detection and Measurement Process: A detection is assumed if the received signal strength
exceeds a certain detection threshold:
> D. For a given m in the fluctuation model
(Equation 50), the detection probability PD is a function of SN and D:
(56)
The false alarm probability PF is analogously obtained:
.
Integration results in explicit expressions for PD [11]. For Swerling-I/III fluctuations, we
obtain:
(57)
(58)
is available after a detection, i.e.

For object tracking
density:

>

D.

We thus need the conditional

(59)

For strong objects we can assume SN ≈ 1 + SN ≈ ... ≈ m + SN and thus approximately obtain:
which is similar to the expression in
Equation 53. On the other hand, let the detection probability for m ≠ 1 be approximately
(i.e. by a Swerling-I-model). We can therefore
given by:
write: p(a│

>

D,

SN, m) ≈ Sm(
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(60)

Let us furthermore assume that monopulse localization after detection result in bias-free
of the direction cosines and range with Gaussian measurement errors.
measurements
depend on the beam width B and the
According to [11], the standard deviations
instantaneous snk in the following manner:

Since snk is

unknown, in the last approximation
is used as a bias-free estimate of snk ( [ ] = 1 + snk).
The range error is assumed to be Gaussian with a constant standard deviation r. Evidently,
this model of the measurement process does not depend on the RCS fluctuation model.
B. Bayesian Tracking Algorithms Revisited
According to the previous discussion, object tracking is an iterative updating scheme for
conditional probability densities p(xk│Rk) that describe the current object state xk given all
available resource allocations Rk and the underlying a priori information in terms of
statistical models. The processing of each new measurement zk via Bayes’ Rule establishes a
recursive relation between the densities at two consecutive revisit times (a prediction step
followed by filtering).
(61)
with jk = (jk,..., jk-n+1) denoting a particular model history, i.e. a sequence of possible hypotheses
regarding the object dynamics model from a certain observation at time tk-n+1 up to the most
recent measurement at time tk (“n scans back”). In the case of a single dynamics model (r =
1), the prediction densities p(xk│Rk-1) are strictly given by Gaussians (standard Kalman
prediction). For n = 1, p(xk│Rk-1) is approximated by a mixture with r components according
to the r dynamics models used. GPB2 and standard IMM algorithms are possible
realizations of this scheme [3]. For standard IMM, the approximations are made after the
prediction, but before the filtering step, while for GPB2 they are applied after the filtering
step. Hence, GPB2 requires more computational effort. For details see [3].
2) Processing of Signal Strength Information: Let us treat the normalized mean RCS of the
object, sk = σ k/ σ 0, as an additional component of the state vector. Since the signal strength
after a detection occurred may be viewed as a measurement of sk, let us consider the
augmented conditional density
(62)
The calculation of p(xk│Rk) was discussed in section 2. For the remaining density p(sk│xk,Rk),
an application of Bayes’ Rule yields up to a normalizing constant:
(63)
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